Meeting 5. Enforcement and Regulations

Recommendation on
enforcement

Rationale

Northshore Charter Captains
Association

Duluth Charter Fishing
Guides

Joint enforcement between
states

Adequate

Kamloops Advocates

Keep up the good work

Cost savings

Arrowhead Fly Fishers

Independent

Lake County

Isaak Walton

Eliminate aggregate
limits; Limited STT
harvest; Close fall season
for LAT to protect
spawners; Oppose LAT
length limit and 2 fish
bag

Carlton Co. to 5 trout; NS
tribs limit to 5 trout; Protect
some tribs with fly only and
catch and release; Clipped
RBT 2 fish limit

LAT too healthy to reduce
bag and limit size.

BKT overfishing; protect
larger spawning fish and
quality angling; More
equitable sharing RBT with
2 fish limit

Greater presence during RBT
run

Increased compliance

Other comments

Regulation changes

Rationale

Other comments

3 lines/person; Season to
1st Sunday in Oct.;
Increase or maintain LAT
limit; 2 day possession
limit

Same as WI

LAT season to Oct 15;
MN1 designated for
sportfishing; 3
lines/person; Guide
license should be required
by all MN guides not just
on LS; Remove
"commercial" from guide
license

LAT are recovered; Netting
would have negative impact
on sportfishing; STT are
released dead; 3 lines would
benefit small boat angler

Continuous LAT season;
Eliminate sanctuaries;
Make river seasons and
limits uniform with little
reduction to duration and
limit

Forage population and
smolts suffering predation
from LAT; No harvest
makes sanctuaries
unnecessary

Drop to 5 fish aggregate
limit on inland streams
and lakes

Combine BKT BNT 5 fish aggregate and possession
limit above; 1 per species below; Remove SPT regs; 10"
min RBT combined with BKT and BNT above; LAT 2
fish limit with 1 over 25"; Extend LAT through 1st
weekend in Oct

BKT and BNT spawn about the same time; 10" should
protect smolts; Extended LAT season benefiting shore
angler

Leave Kadunce and KR sanctuaries; they protect fish
from harassment; May 15 to Sept on Little Knife OK;
STT harvest must protect 1st time spawners; possible
punch card system for regulating harvest of STT

More emphasis on catch and
release.

